Knowledge Base: working in culture in Europe

Check out the new Changing Room Knowledge Base

WRITTEN BY CULTURAL OPERATORS FOR CULTURAL OPERATORS

- Read independent information about working in culture in Europe
- Add your own tips or write your own articles
- For everyone interested in working in culture in another European country

Share your first-hand knowledge, experiences and tips with your colleagues across Europe! In the Knowledge Base you can, just like in Wikipedia, easily edit, add information and write your own articles. The site has been set up specifically for the culture sector and now starts its development towards becoming an independent information resource for everyone interested in working in another European country.

The Knowledge Base is one part of the CHANGING ROOM Toolkit, which is developed within CHANGING ROOM, an EC funded mobility pilot project run by the European network of independent cultural centres, Trans Europe Halles in collaboration with Melkweg and Sibelius Academy.

More info: http://changingroom.tehnet.eu/